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Abstract

Ba, BaO, Sr and SrO were ablated by 248 nm laser pulses at fluences ranging from 270 mJ-cm\(^{-2}\) to 575 mJ-cm\(^{-2}\) in vacuum and in 25 mtorr atmospheres of \(N_2\), \(O_2\) and microwave-discharged \(O_2\). The spectral emissions of these plumes were compared for indications of ionization due to Ba or Sr collisions with each gas. The addition of a background gas increased the ion and neutral signature across the spectrum. SrO band emission was observed at 16,600-16,900 cm\(^{-1}\) and possible BaO band emissions were observed in the 18,250-18,400 cm\(^{-1}\), 19,000-19700 cm\(^{-1}\) and 19,800-20,000 cm\(^{-1}\) regions. A screened plate ion probe was used to establish the ion content of the Ba plume. A time of flight study established low-pressure (1 to 35 mtorr) and low-fluence (40 to 160 mJ-cm\(^{-2}\)) relationships on Ba\(^+\) velocity and population. Observed ion velocities ranged from 3.1 km/sec. To 4.5 km/sec. Results indicate the addition of a background gas at pressures less than 25 mtorr quenches Ba\(^+\) in the plume and retards the plume expansion.
I. Introduction

1.1 Justification

As we reach out into space with satellites and even manned flight, we find we must have a thorough understanding of the relationships governing the physical and chemical processes in the vicinity of the spacecraft, especially in the ionosphere where most military and civilian space operations occur. To increase our knowledge, we continually test new theories to better use our technology and to further our capabilities.

On the March 1996 Space Shuttle mission, astronauts performed the Tethered Satellite System Reflight (TSS-1R) experiments testing the possibility of generating electricity by sweeping a stretched-out cable through the Earth’s magnetic field. Although the experiment was cut short by a catastrophic failure of the cable (it broke causing the loss of the satellite), many important results
were obtained proving the feasibility of the system. Among the results, the astronauts observed that when the satellite's maneuvering thrusters fired, releasing a neutral gas into space, the potential of the satellite dropped several hundred volts accompanied by a sharp increase in current flow (NASA, 1996). NASA attributed this effect to the rapid ionization of the thruster gases near the satellite, creating a highly conductive plasma which acted as an additional current path.

The ionization processes creating this effect, though theorized and well studied in the laboratory, fail to explain, let alone predict, events occurring in the near-Earth region of space, the ionosphere.

1.2 Defining the Problem

Ionospheric experiments have attempted to prove these theoretical ionization processes, especially Alfven's critical ionization velocity hypothesis (Liou, 1995), yet the results don't give a definite "this is what's going on" answer. These experiments involve injecting Ba, Sr, and/or other elements as a vapor into the space environment from a rocket or satellite platform and looking at the resulting reactions by three methods: optically observing atomic emissions remotely, counting ions with a probe, and through
mass spectroscopy, the latter two of these methods requiring
the instruments actually fly through the injected vapor (Lai
et al., 1992). Ba is most often selected as one of the
elements for these experiments because it is easily ionized
and both Ba and its ion Ba\(^+\) emit in the visible spectrum
thus simplifying the problem of remote sensing (Bernhardt,
1992). Sr is also often used for the same reason.

One popular theory explaining the high Ba\(^+\) counts
observed in these tests is the charge exchange model

\[
Ba + O^+ \rightarrow Ba^+ + O
\]  

(1.1)

If this process is a dominant source for Ba\(^+\), then the
ionization rate should relate to the O\(^+\) density. This
doesn't occur (Stenbaek-Nielsen, 1993). Likewise, even
higher Ca\(^+\) counts should be observed due to the larger Ca-O\(^+\)
cross section but again, this is not the case.

Timothy M. Shadid attempted to give a complete
accounting for the Ba\(^+\) and Sr\(^+\) counts from the G-1 and G-11b
chemical releases from the Combined Release and Radiation
Effects Satellite (CRRES), the latest of these space-based
experiments, but found he could only partially explain the
ions' source because many of the building blocks of the
existing theories remain undiscovered (Shadid, 1995). The
conditions for the two chemical releases were nearly the
same; the differences being that the G-1 release was at 495
km altitude on the sunlit side of the dawn terminator and the G-11b release was at 478 km altitude on the dark side of the dawn terminator (Bernhardt, 1992). Shadid accounted for the Ba' in the sunlit region due to photo-ionization (Shadid, 1995), but found photo-ionization was not a major source of ionization of Sr in the sunlight (Shadid, 1995) and that cross sections were too small for both charge exchange and electron impact ionization to generate the ion counts (Shadid, 1995). Shadid did show that for cross sections on the order of $10^{-17}$ cm$^2$, charge stripping could explain the remaining ion counts (Shadid, 1995). He emphasized 'could' since charge stripping cross sections for Ba in ambient O were only theoretical ranging from $10^{-18}$ cm$^2$ to $10^{-16}$ (approximately the right size but no experimental results are available to back these numbers up) and no Sr in ambient O cross section were available.

Comparing the data of other CRRES releases, Wolf noticed an altitude dependence on ionization rates for Ba and Sr (1996b). Over the 200km depth of the ionosphere where this relationship held, the dominant atmospheric specie was atomic oxygen (O). He suggested that collisions with O may cause collisional ionization to occur resulting in the high ion counts. In searching the literature, no experimental data for Ba-O and Sr-O collisional cross sections has been published.
1.3 The Problem

The purpose of this thesis is to take a first look at Ba-O and Sr-O collisional interaction at hyper thermal energies to determine if collisional ionization can be detected. The results of this study should answer yes or no as to whether ionization of Ba and Sr is observed in collisional interaction with O and should lead to a better experiment design aimed at measuring the associated ionization cross sections.

1.4 Background

From the start, Ba has been used in chemical release experiments in the upper atmosphere and in space (Neynaber et al., 1972) which has sparked some interest in Ba reactions with atmospheric constituents. These studies generally involve reaction with molecular species and not O which is the dominant gas throughout most of the ionosphere. The reason for the lack of data on O reactions is the difficulty in maintaining a reliable source of O. Because of the extremely reactive nature of O, it quickly reacts with surfaces of tubing, chamber walls, etc. to either oxidize the surface or recombine to form O₂ (the surface providing the third body to remove the excess energy) (Kaufman, 1961).
1.4.1 Collisional Cross Sections of Neutral-Ion Pairs

A merging beam experiment measured reaction cross sections of Ba with the atmospheric molecular ions \( \text{O}_2^+ \), \( \text{N}_2^+ \), and \( \text{NO}^+ \) (Neynaber et al., 1972). In the reactions

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{Ba} + \text{O}_2^+ & \xrightarrow{k_1} \text{BaO}^+ + \text{O} \\
\text{Ba} + \text{N}_2^+ & \xrightarrow{k_2} \text{BaN}^+ + \text{N} \\
\text{Ba} + \text{NO}^+ & \xrightarrow{k_3} \begin{cases} 
\text{BaO}^+ + \text{N} \\
\text{BaN}^+ + \text{O}
\end{cases}
\end{align*}
\]

the relative cross sections were found at hyper thermal relative energies ranging from 0.1 eV to about 20 eV. The results showed that \( \sigma_{\text{O}_2} > \sigma_{\text{NO}} > \sigma_{\text{N}_2} \) and that the cross sections decreased exponentially with increasing relative energy.

In another experiment, the reaction of \( \text{Ba}^+ \) with \( \text{O}_2 \) and \( \text{H}_2\text{O} \) was studied to better understand the transport mechanism of meteor metals from the ionosphere to the ground. The reaction

\[
\text{Ba}^+ + \text{O}_2 \rightarrow \text{BaO}^+ + \text{O}
\]

was found to have a threshold of about 0.4 eV (endothermic reaction) and the cross section for the reaction reached an
apparent maximum of about $10^{-16}$ cm$^2$ over a relative collisional energy range of 3 to 7 eV.

In both of these experiments, one of the collision partners was ionized to facilitate energy input to hyper thermal energies. The bulk of information (over 95%) found involved Ba collisionally reacting with O$_2$ in the process of growing high-temperature-superconducting films. In these experiments a target of yttrium(Y)-Ba-Copper(Cu)-oxide is generally laser ablated or sputtered to form fast moving vapor pulse which sprays a thin layer of these constituents onto a surface. By repeating the process a film is grown (Geohegan, 1994). Ablating in an ambient O$_2$ gas is a means of incorporating more oxygen in the resulting film which changes the conductive characteristics of the film. BaO concentration in the plume is sometimes measured via absorption spectroscopy to help determine the amount of oxygen being taken up in the film (Blair et al., 1992).

1.4.2 Associative Ionization of Ba, Sr and Ca

The background research to set up this experiment uncovered (with amazing luck in an unpublished document) only one experiment actually involving Ba and Sr reacting with O, specifically, Ba, Sr and Ca reactions with O and O$_2^+$ that result in associative ionization through the following processes:
\[ M + O \rightarrow MO^+ + e \]  
\[ M + O_2 \rightarrow MO_2^+ + e \]  
\[ MO^* + M \rightarrow (MO)_2^+ + e \]  
\[ MO^* + M \rightarrow M_2O^+ + e \]

where \( M \) is a metal atom (Ba, Sr or Ca) and \( N \) is a third body (Dyke, 1995). In this experiment a beam of Ba, Sr or Ca atoms at thermal kinetic energies (<0.2 eV) cross a beam of microwave discharged \( O_2 \) [a mixture of \( O, O_2 \) and \( O_2^* (X^3\Sigma_g^-, a^1\Lambda_g) \)] and the products of reaction were observed with an ion mass spectrometer. The ion products observed were \( O^+, O_2^+, M^+, MO^+, M_2O^+ \) and \( (MO)_2^+ \). When the \( O \) was deactivated to find the reaction with only \( O^* \), the ion signals were completely quenched to levels below the detection limits of the mass spectrometer for Sr and Ca reaction but not for Ba. For Ba reaction no change was observed in the ion signals.

Associative ionization, that of Equ. 1.9 in particular, has been suggested as a source of positive ion in the CRRES experiments and also in the CRIT 11 experiment, another ionosphere-based experiment involving the injections of Ba into the environment and looking for ionization products (Lai et al., 1992). Such molecular ions would be
indistinguishable in experiment since the ion probe used
detects any positive charge.

1.4.3 Collisional Ionization

One form of collisional ionization is ion-pair
formation as described quantum mechanically by the Landau-
Zener-Stueckelberg (LZS) model discussed below. This model
has been confirmed experimentally for alkali-halogen and
alkali-O reactions (Baede, 1975). Dr. Paul Wolf postulates
that this theory can be extended to alkali-earth metals to
produce Ba' or Sr' (Wolf, 1996a).

The basis of this model is solving the time independent
Hamiltonian wave equation

\[ H\Psi = E\Psi \]  \hspace{1cm} (1.10)

can be simplified by applying the Born-Oppenheimer
approximation to separate the relatively slow nuclear motion
from the much faster electronic motions (Baede, 1975).
Diagonalizing the resulting Hamiltonian matrix for a two-
state system gives the solutions

\[ E_1 = \frac{1}{2} \left\{ H_{11} + H_{22} + \left[ (H_{22} - H_{11})^2 + 4H_{12}^2 \right]^{1/2} \right\} \]  \hspace{1cm} (1.11)
Figure 1. Potential curve of two adiabatic states (heavy lines) and the adiabatic states (thin lines) for Ba and O (Beade, 1975).

\[ E_2 = \frac{1}{2} \left\{ H_{11} + H_{22} - \left[ (H_{22} - H_{11})^2 + 4H_{12}^2 \right]^{1/2} \right\} \]  

(1.12)

where magnetic interaction is neglected such that \( H_{12} \) is equal to \( H_{21} \) (Baede, 1975) and

\[ H_{ij} = \langle \phi_i | H_{e1} | \phi_j \rangle \]  

(1.13)
given \( \phi_i \) is the electronic wave function of the \( i^{th} \) state and \( H_{e1} \) is the electronic Hamiltonian operator. If the wave functions are symmetric, then the off diagonal terms of the matrix are non zero and the potential curves described by \( E_1 \) and \( E_2 \) never cross (Landau and Lifshitz, 1981) giving rise to adiabatic states shown in Figure 1 as the heavy lines.

In the BO approximation, the terms involving the operation of the nuclear kinetic energy operator on the electronic wave functions were assumed to be very small and were thus neglected. Because they are non zero, diabatic states arise giving a transition path between the adiabatic states (Baede, 1975) shown in Figure 1 as the thin lines. The LZS model predicts the probability of the system transitioning between the adiabatic states.

In the approximation that \( H_{11} \) is a constant covalent potential between the neutral atoms and \( H_{22} \) is the coulombic potential between the ions, then the crossing distance, \( R_c \), is given by

\[
R_c = \frac{e^2}{\Delta E} \quad (1.14)
\]

\[
\Delta E = I - EO \quad (1.15)
\]
where $e$ is the charge of an electron, $I$ is the ionization potential of Ba and $E_O$ is the electron affinity of O (Lacmann, 1980).

The LZS model assumes in the region $R \approx R_c$, the radial velocity, $v_r$, is approximately constant (over an extremely small distance $v_r$ doesn't change much), the diabatic states are approximately linear with respect to $R$ (thus linear with respect to time since $v_r$ is approximately constant) and that $H_{12}$ is approximately constant near $R_c$ (Baede, 1975). These approximations give a transition probability of (Lacmann, 1980)

$$p = \exp \left\{ \frac{-2\pi H_{12}^2}{v_r \left| \frac{d}{dr} (H_{22} - H_{11}) \right|} \right\} \quad (1.16)$$

For a constant $H_{11}$ and

$$H_{22} = -\frac{e^2}{R} \quad (1.17)$$

$$v_r = v \left(1 - \frac{b^2}{R_c^2}\right)^{1/2} \quad (1.18)$$
where $v$ is the relative velocity of the atoms and $b$ is the impact parameter,

$$p = \exp\left\{ -\frac{2\pi \hbar^2 R_c}{v} \left[ 1 - \frac{b^2}{R_c^2} \right]^{3/2} \right\}$$

(1.19)

This shows the transition probability increases exponentially as the collision velocity increases (Lacmann, 1980). Based on this theory, Wolf calculated an estimated Ba-O cross section of approximately $10^{-19}$ cm$^2$ at 10 eV, $5 \times 10^{-21}$ cm$^2$ at 6eV, and $10^{-22}$ cm$^2$ at 3ev (Wolf, 1996).

A similar development can describe an atom-molecule collision but it is much more complex because the problem is no longer a two-body problem but a multi-body problem instead. An example of this might be (Lacmann, 1980)

$$\text{Ba} + O_2 \rightarrow \text{Ba}^+ + O_2 + e$$

(1.20)
II. Experimental Methods

In this experiment, Ba- and Sr-based targets were laser ablated to generate plumes of high kinetic energy Ba and Sr atoms in a low pressure (1 to 25 mtorr) atmosphere of N$_2$, O$_2$ and microwave discharged O$_2$ with the goal of extracting collisional data on Ba + O and Sr + O. Since a microwave discharge only produces a fraction of O leaving a mixture of O and O$_2$ (discharged O$_2$), the O$_2$ background was to give information on Ba/Sr + O$_2$ collisional reactions which, when removed from the Ba/Sr + discharged O$_2$ results, would leave the Ba + O collisional interaction. N$_2$ was also used to compare the O$_2$ results with those of a relatively inert diatomic molecule to identify reactions specific to O$_2$.

2.1 Vacuum Chamber and Gas-Flow System

Figure 2 is a diagram of the plumbing system used in this experiment. The vacuum chamber in this experiment has a volume of approximately three liters. The pumping system, a Varian Turbo V80 vacuum pump with a Varian SD 300 forepump, is rated at 75 liters per second pumping speed and maintained chamber pressure at about 5x10$^{-7}$ torr throughout the time of this experiment. In the chamber, an MKS 1.0 torr Baratron measured pressures down to 10$^{-4}$ torr with the output displayed on an MKS Type 270 signal.
conditioner/display. Below this pressure, an MDC 432023 ion gauge with an IG4400 Ionization Gauge Controller provided the measurements. Additionally, a Teledyne Type DV-6M thermocouple vacuum gauge tube allowed monitoring of the fore line pressure.

The gas-flow system used a needle valve to control the flow of O₂ or N₂ into an Opthos Instruments microwave discharge cavity. The microwave discharge cavity generated the atomic oxygen in this experiment by discharging the O₂ before it flowed into the chamber. The typical discharge
had at least 70 watts of forward power and less than 2 watts reflected power. To minimize deactivation of the O on metal surfaces, a Teflon fitting connected the ceramic tube running through the discharge cavity to the quartz glassware valve, controlling the flow out of the discharge cavity and into the vacuum chamber. The glassware valve in the wide open position provided enough restriction to maintain a pressure of 0.5 to 1.0 torr (ideal for the cavity operation) in the discharge cavity while the chamber pressure remained at or below 25 mtorr.

2.2 Determining the Flow Rates Through the Chamber

To understand the processes occurring in the vacuum chamber it is necessary to know the flow rates into the system. Flow rates were measured with a Unit Instruments 200 standard cubic centimeter per minute (sccm) flow meter controlled by a Sierra Instruments Flow Box Controller. This flow meter system was calibrated using a calibrated flow meter, accurate to within 0.001%, at the Precision Measurement Equipment Laboratory on Wright-Patterson AFB. N₂ gas flowed through the flow meter which was connected in series with the calibration instrument to compare their readings. Consistent with the manufacturers' literature, the resulting data fit was linear. A simple linear regression
resulted in the following expression for converting the Flow Box Controller output to a flow rate:

\[ F = 113x + 2.53 \quad (2.1) \]

where \( F \) is the flow rate in sccm and \( x \) is the output from the Flow Box Controller. This fit gives flow rates within 1.5 sccm of the calibration source flow rate which is much better than the manufacturer's warranty of 4% of full scale or 8 sccm.

Flow rates were then correlated with the associated chamber pressures to establish the relationship. Since the chamber pressure is dependent not only on the flow rate into the chamber and the pump capacity, but also the size of the exhaust lines, the pump efficiency, foreline pressure and a myriad of other factors, the relation is very complex and therefore the data was fit with a fourth order polynomial. Fourth order was chosen because it gave smooth, tight fit to the data and was well behaved at the end points. The fifth order polynomial had no significant overall improvement in fit and wasn't well behaved near the end points. The resulting polynomial regression is

\[ F(p) = -5.187 \times 10^{-7} p^4 + 2.219 \times 10^{-4} p^3 - 0.03584 p^2 + 2.996 p - 0.9164 \quad (2.2) \]
The regression gives an accuracy of 3.5 sccm at 12.5 mtorr but comparing the fit to the data, it looks good to within about 2.0 sccm.

A chamber pressure of 25.0 mtorr equates to a flow rate of 55 sccm or 0.917 scc per sec. At 25 mtorr, 0.917 scc would fill a volume of about 28 l. This suggests the pumping speed at 25 mtorr is only 28 l-sec$^{-1}$ and the average residence time in the chamber is the pumping speed divided by the chamber volume or 0.107 sec.

2.3 Mounting and Positioning Ablation Targets Inside the Vacuum Chamber

Ablation targets (Ba, BaO, Sr and SrO) were epoxied with Torr Seal™ to copper disks cut to fit in a target holder. The target holder mounted on a mechanical feed-through in the vacuum chamber that allowed 15 cm of linear movement and rotation of the target. A 1 RPM motor was connected to the feed-through to rotate the target during the ablation process.

A Questek Series 2000 KrF Excimer laser provided 50 to 300 mJ, 28 nsec pulses at a wavelength of 248 nm that were focused on the targets to generate ablation plumes.

A HeNe laser was used to align the optics by centering and leveling the beam on the windows of the chamber. The
lenses, mirrors and spectrometer were then centered on the beam. The target mounted in the chamber was moved forward until half of the HeNe laser beam was blocked by the target. The length of the feed-through arm was measured and set as the reference or target zero position. The target position was then determined by subtracting the reference length from the length of the arm. Likewise, the ion probe position was set by moving it forward until it just touched the target at the zero position and the length of the rod sticking out of the chamber was recorded as the reference.

2.4 Determining Laser Fluence on the Target

The characterization of the ablation plume (neutral atom density, ion density, population of excited states, temperature, etc.) is strongly dependent on the fluence of the laser pulse (Nishikawa, 1994). Assuming the laser beam has uniform intensity, dividing the total energy available on target by the area of the laser spot on target determines the fluence of the ablation laser pulse.

The total energy output of the Excimer laser was measured with a Ophir model PE-50-S-BB power meter connected to a LeCroy 9450A digital oscilloscope. The peak voltage of 20 pulses (averaged together) was divided by the power meters conversion factor, 1.867 V/J, to give the laser
Figure 3. Laser output calibration curve to correlate the laser energy setting with the actual output pulse energy. A linear regression resulted in the relation 
"output" = 1.77 x "setting" - 6.64 mJ.

output. Figure 3 shows a comparison of the laser's indicated output with the actual power measured.

To create a uniformly shaped beam, the laser beam passed through an aperture, clipping it to 1.06 cm x 2.17 cm and was focused onto the target by an ARC100-02-1000 (1 m focal length) lens and a KRF-1537-45 UNP UV-coated mirror. A MgF window passed the ultraviolet (UV) light into the
vacuum chamber. Losses due to the window, mirror and lens amounted to only 14% whereas the aperture reduced the cross-sectional area of the beam, and thus the power on target, by 60%. Additionally, a Ba film slowly deposited on the inside of the chamber window further reducing the transmission of the laser pulse. The change in transmittance over approximately 25,000 shots was 13%. It is assumed that most of this deposition occurred during the spectral runs since the fluence was much higher than during the ion probe runs. To compensate, the fluence was reduced an additional 13% during the ion probe measurements. In this thesis, it is therefore assumed that 34% of the original laser energy reached the target during the spectral data runs and 30% during the ion probe runs.

An UV-sensitive paper was placed in the chamber at 2.72 cm from the target zero position to measure the spot size on target. The lens was positioned at a point on a rail designated as 20 cm (a metric scale was taped to the rail to give a relative reference position). The laser pulses were then projected onto the photo sensitive paper making an image of the laser spot. This process was repeated at 5 cm intervals along the rail. The dimensions of these laser spots were measured with a vernier caliper and multiplied to get the area. Defining $X$ as the sum of the relative lens
position and the target position, a least squares fit of the reciprocal of the area with $x$ gives

$$k(x) = 0.00176x^2 - 0.0264x + 1.38$$  \hspace{1cm} (2.3)

The fluence on the target as a function of $x$, becomes

$$\varphi(x) = \tau k(x)E_L$$  \hspace{1cm} (2.4)

where $\tau$ is a system transmission coefficient (equal to 0.34 or 0.30) and $E_L$ is the output energy from the laser.

As the target is moved inside the chamber, the lens is moved proportionally to maintain a relatively constant path length between the target and lens and thus a constant fluence on the target.

As the target moves farther away from the mirror, the angle of incidence of the laser beam, measured from the target normal, decreases reducing the area and thereby increasing the fluence. Over the full range of target positions, the angle of incidence changed not more than 1.5 degrees thereby changing the spot size and fluence up to 1.7%. Moving the lens in increments of 1.06 cm instead of 1.0 cm for each 1.0 cm the target moves would compensate for the increased fluence but was beyond the lens position tolerance limit of 0.2 cm. The lens was moved in even 1.0
cm increments ignoring this small correction factor thus introducing a small systematic error in the results.

2.5 NO Titration to Determine the Presence of Atomic Oxygen in the Chamber.

An NO titration was employed to determine if O atoms, produced in the microwave cavity were present in the vacuum chamber. The reactions occurring in the titration are

\[ O + NO \xrightarrow{k_1} NO_2 + hv \] (2.5)

\[ O + NO + M \xrightarrow{k_2} NO_2 + M \] (2.6)

\[ O + NO_2 \xrightarrow{k_3} O_2 + NO \] (2.7)

where \( k_1 = 2.5 \times 10^{-17} \text{ cm}^3\text{-sec}^{-1} \), \( k_2 = 6.90 \times 10^{-32} \text{ cm}^6\text{-sec}^{-1} \), and \( k_3 = 3.5 \times 10^{-13} \text{ cm}^3\text{-sec} \) (Kaufman, 1961). The associated rate equations are

\[ \frac{d[O]}{dt} = -k_1[NO][O] - k_2[M][NO][O] - k_3[NO_2][O] \] (2.8)

\[ \frac{d[NO]}{dt} = -k_1[NO][O] - k_2[M][NO][O] + k_3[NO_2][O] \] (2.9)

\[ \frac{d[NO_2]}{dt} = k_1[NO][O] + k_2[M][NO][O] - k_3[NO_2][O] \] (2.10)

\[ \frac{d[O_2]}{dt} = k_3[NO_2][O] \] (2.11)
where \( I \) is the observed intensity of the emission due to the radiative combination reaction (Kaufman, 1961) of Eqn (2.5).

Integrating Eqn (2.8) gives

\[
[O] = [O]_0 \exp\left\{ -\left( k_1 + k_2 [M] [NO] - k_3 [NO_2] \right) t \right\}
\]

(2.12)

Since \( k_3 \) is much greater than both \( k_1 \) and \( k_2 [NO] \), the reaction of Eqn (2.7) is much faster than that of both (2.5) and (2.6). Assuming it occurs immediately after an \( NO_2 \) molecule is formed, Eqn (2.12) simplifies to

\[
[O] = [O]_0 \exp\left\{ -2(k_1 + k_2 [M]) [NO] t \right\}
\]

(2.13)

In this experiment \( [M] \sim [O_2] \sim 10^{15} \text{ cm}^{-3} \) (assuming only a small fraction of \( O \) is generated). If \( [NO] = [O_2] \), then (2.13) is

\[
[O] = [O]_0 \exp\left\{ -0.19 t \right\}
\]

(2.14)

and the e-folding time is over 5 sec. Ideally, in a titration, if the reaction occurs in a limited space such that the photo emissions from the initial mixing of \( NO \) with \( O \) to the point where nearly all the \( O \) is reacted away, then the peak in the emissions occurs when \([NO]\) added to the system equals \([O]\) in the system and \([O]\) is measured by metering the \( NO \) flow rate. Since the flow through the chamber replaces the atmosphere in about 0.1 sec., this
reaction is far too slow and most of the reactants are pumped out of the chamber before having a chance to react. Therefore in this experiment, the titration indicated only the presence of O in the chamber and gave no indication of [O].

The photo emission was observed with a photo-multiplier tube (PMT) and measured with respect to the NO flow rate. Typical PMT currents observed were 250 nA to 400 nA above dark current (-1nA). Two additional tests were performed to ensure the photo emission was due to Eqn. 2.5 and not some other reaction involving O₂ or an excited state of O₂ (O₂* is also generated in the microwave discharge). The first was to shut off the microwave discharge cavity while the photo emission was maximum. The photo emission extinguished almost immediately proving that the emissions were a result of a reaction with a product from the microwave cavity (O or O₂*). In the second test, silver wool was placed in the tubing between the microwave cavity and the chamber to absorb any O generated and pass O₂ and O₂* into the chamber. In this second test, the PMT current increased only 0.3 nA above the dark current thus showing that O was responsible for the emission by reacting with NO.
Figure 4. The experimental setup to observe spectral emissions from the plume.

2.6 Setup for Observing Ablation-Plume Emission and Measuring the Plume Ion Densities

Figure 4 shows the spectrometer setup. The spectral emissions of the plume were observed with an EG&G Parc model 1420 Intensified Silicon Photo diode array detector (Optical Multichannel Analyzer or OMA) on an ARC Spectra Pro 500, 0.5 meter spectrometer. The OMA interfaced to a 486 computer through a 1461 Detector Interface for output. The spectral
information was time-integrated over 16.6 msecs, much longer than the duration of the plume, and thus temporal spectral data wasn’t available. Emissions from the plume were collected by a 2" (f/4.0) lens turned by a mirror and focused on the spectrometer slit by a 1" (f/6.9) lens (matching the spectrometer’s (f/6.9) optics). The turning mirror used to collect the BaO and SrO spectra was a rear-surface-coated glass mirror thus limiting the shorter wave length spectra to about 400 nm. For collecting the Ba and Sr spectra, a UV Al coated mirror with a band reflectivity of 250-600 nm was used, allowing spectral data below 400 nm. Spectra was obtained above 600 nm for Ba and Sr but the response of the mirror above 600 nm is assumed to be below 50% thus decreasing the observed signal. Spectra were obtained at 20 nm intervals from 320 nm to 800 nm for Ba and Sr and from 400 nm to 780 nm for BaO and SrO. Each interval or display contains about 28 nm of spectral data. The spectrometer slit width was 100 nm and gave a minimum resolution of about 0.3 nm determined by observing the Hg 365.02 nm and 365.48 nm lines and the Ne 534.11 and 534.33 nm lines. Spectra from 120 laser shots were summed at laser repetition rates of 2 to 5 shots per second to improve the signal-to-noise ratio.
To supplement the spectral information, a screened plate ion probe, shown in Figure 5, patterned after one used by D.N. Mashburn and D.B. Geohegan to study laser-ablation plume dynamics in thin film deposition experiments (Mashburn, 1989), was used to determine time of flight (TOF) and ion content in the plume. The probe housing is machined out of Teflon, the plate and screen are of copper and the outer shield is of aluminum. Once assembled, the entire structure except for the opening was wrapped in Teflon tape.
to minimize erroneous signals caused by the electrical connectors collecting free electrons and ions in the chamber. The probe was mounted on an 8-inch piece of 1/4" stainless steel tubing through which electrical wires were run to connect to the probe. This was sealed with Torr Seal to prevent air leaks into the chamber. The tubing fit through a Cajon fitting on a face plate on the chamber with the excess tubing protruding out of the chamber. This setup allowed the probe to be pushed forward into the chamber.
(closer to the target) or pulled out (away from the target) without breaking the vacuum in the chamber. A negative bias was maintained on the collector by a Stanford Research Systems PS-325 low-noise, high-voltage power supply stepped down across a 10 to 1 voltage divider. A 12 MFD feed-through capacitor isolated the oscilloscope from the power supply. The resulting large RC time constant (18 sec) between the ion probe and the power supply blocked virtually all the AC ion probe signal from feeding back into the power supply while the short RC time constant (0.6 msec) between the probe and the o-scope set on 50Ω input impedance readily passed 1 Mhz signals.

The collector has an effective area of 1.06 cm$^2$ (area of the collector minus the area covered by the screen wires) and is 2 mm away from the screen. The target-to-probe distance is defined as the distance between the target and the collector. Data was obtained in this experiment at target-to-probe distances of 3.0 cm to 8.0 cm with typical fluences of about 75 mJ-cm$^{-2}$. 
III. Discussion of Ion Probe and Spectral Data

3.1 Ion Probe Results and Analysis

The purpose for using the ion probe was to quantify the characteristics of the ablation plume. To determine the optimum bias to apply to the collector of the probe, voltages of -10 to -160V were applied in 10V increments. The amplitude of the peaks is plotted in Fig. 7. The initial explanation of Fig. 7 was that as the negative bias increased, more of the electrons were swept out of the plume until they were all removed thus the curve levels off. This would leave only the ions to be detected by the probe. Then as the bias further increased, secondary-emission electrons from the impacting ions would be swept away causing the signal to increase again. Accordingly, the bias was set at -120V, a point where all ions are collected but secondary electrons are not repelled from the plate. Now take a step back and look at the big picture. How many 90 eV electrons are generated in the ablation process? Not many! In fact, the electrons energies are expected to be less than or equal to the energies of the Ba\(^+\) in the plume (less than 10 eV for Ba\(^+\) as calculated in the next section). If this is the case, why does the signal continue to increase, what story
Figure 7. A plot of the ablation-plume peak current verses the ion probe screen to plate bias voltage.

Figure 8. Ion probe signals obtained with voltages ranging from -10 to -160 V on the collector.
is the probe really telling and what is the optimum bias to interrogate the ablation plume? Looking at Fig. 8, a lot of structure stands out at potentials below 60V. It is beyond the scope of this thesis to perform and in-depth study to determine the optimum bias for this probe. In this experiment, -120V was used for all the tests with the knowledge that the quantitative results may have an undetermined systematic error.

Fig. 9 shows the ion probe output at 5.0 cm from the target in vacuum. This shows a good fit to the Maxwell Boltzmann distribution expressed as

\[ n(t) = A t^{-1} \exp\left(\frac{m}{2k_B T} \left(\frac{d}{t} - u_0\right)^2\right) + B \]  

for \( n(t) \) defined as the ion density observed at time \( t \), \( A \) is a constant of proportionality, \( B \) is an arbitrary constant that set the zero line for the function, \( m \) is the ion mass, \( d \) is the target-to-collector distance, \( k_B \) is Boltzmann's constant, \( T \) is temperature and \( u_0 \) is the center of mass velocity (Nishikawa, 1994).

\( A, B, T \) and \( u_0 \) were variable parameters in the fitting process and the results are plotted as the thin solid line in Fig. 9. The results of this fit gave a temperature of 8600K. At high laser fluence, the ion probe response
Figure 9. Ion probe signal at 5.0 cm from the target in a vacuum.

was no longer peaked as shown in Fig. 9 but instead the top was flattened by high plasma densities saturating the probe (Witanachi, 1996). Low laser fluence (less than 150mJ/cm²) was used to prevent ion probe saturation. The effects of pressure on the time of flight procedures were performed five times establishing a small sample from which an estimate of error could be determined. The error bars in the following plots were determined by dividing the amplitude and standard error by the average amplitude at each given distance. This resulted in a uniform average value of 1.0, a variance of 0.09, and a standard error of
0.3 for all of the data points independent of distance. The standard error, then, for a data point is 0.3 times the magnitude of that point. Similarly, the standard error for time of flight was determined to be 0.05 times the time of flight for the given point.

3.1.1 Time of Flight

The time of flight was defined as the time of arrival of the ion signal's peak. Fig. 10 shows the time of flight in 12.5 mtorr background gas and in vacuum. The plot in vacuum is very linear as expected, showing no deceleration.
Figure 11. Plot of time of flight peak current in vacuum and 12.5 mtorr.

The slope of this line was calculated to be 3.5 km/sec. The tight grouping of the three gases indicates little dependence on the type of gas. These data points were fit to the shock model given by

$$d = at^b$$

(3.2)

where $d$ is the distance from target and $t$ is the time of flight (Geohegan, 1994); $a$ and $b$ were variable fit parameters which were determined to be 2.6 cm-μsec$^{-1.22}$ and 1.22, respectively. Figures 11 and 12 show the dependence of the peak current and total charge detected by the probe, respectively. Although this plot is over a limited range,
the linearity of the semilog plot indicates an exponential decay in the signal with increased distance which is in agreement with earlier studies (Geohegan, 1994). The steeper slope in the background gases as compared to the vacuum plot indicates a quenching of the ions. The presence of a background gas may confine the plume’s plasma cloud allowing a higher rate of recombination which reduces the ion signal. Figures 13, 14, and 15, show the time of flight, peak ion current and total ion charge detected by the probe, respectively, at 25.0 mtorr. These plots show the same general results as those at 12.5 mtorr, only more pronounced. The fit parameters for the shock model, $a$ and $b$, were determined to be $3.0 \text{ cm-µsec}^{-1.21}$ and $1.21$, respectively.

### 3.1.2 Affect of Fluence on Ion Signal

The fluence tests were at a distance of 5.0 cm in vacuum and 12.5 mtorr background. Fig. 16 shows a decrease in time of flight and a corresponding increase in velocity with an increase in fluence. Fig. 17 shows a nearly linear increase in the peak signal above what seems to be a threshold at about 85 mJ/cm$^2$. Fig. 18 shows a similar characteristic for the total charge detected. The total
Figure 12. Total charge detected by the ion probe in a 12.5 mtorr background.

charge detected did not decrease as much as the peak current in the 12.5 mtorr atmosphere. This indicates that drag due to the background gas tends to broaden the Maxwell Boltzmann distribution.

3.1.3 Pressure Effect on Ion Signal

Figures 19, 20, and 21, show a linear relation between time of flight, peak current and total charge detected in
Figure 13. Time of flight in 25.0 mtorr.

Figure 14. Time of flight peak current detected in vacuum and in 25.0 mtorr background.
Figure 15. Total charge detected in 25.0 mtorr background.

Figure 16. Time of flight dependence on fluence at 5.0 cm from the target in 12.5 mtorr background.
Figure 17. Dependence of peak current on fluence.

Figure 18. Total charge detected in relation to fluence.
Figure 19. Effect of pressure on time of flight at 5.0 cm. relation to changes in pressure. Generally, the time of flight increases with an increase in pressure and the peak current and total charge decreases with an increase in pressure.

Two anomalies are seen in these plots. The first is a decrease in time of flight in all three gases as pressure increases from 30 to 35 mtorr. This is not believed to be an actual phenomena but is assumed to be within the error limits of the system. The curve fitted to the data is a
Figure 20. Effect of pressure on peak current.

Figure 21. Pressure effect on total charge detected at 5.0 cm.
fourth-order polynomial and is only shown for clarity and is not meant to reflect physical properties.

The second anomaly is the apparent increase in total current detected as the pressure increases from 1.0 to 2.5 mtorr in O$_2$ and N$_2$ atmospheres. Similarly, this is within the error limits of the system and the current actually remains constant or even decreases as background gas is added.

3.1.4 Upper Bound on Total Ba-O Collisional Ionization Cross Section

Because an increase in the total charge in the plume was not detected in the discharged O$_2$ background gas as compared to the O$_2$ background gas, a rough estimate on the upper bound can be set by the fact that any increase in the ion number density ($n_i$) due to collisions with O was less than the minimum detectable signal. Given the rate change in $n_i$ as

$$\frac{dn_i}{dt} = kn_0n_{Ba}$$  \hspace{1cm} (3.3)

$$k = \sigma_i v$$  \hspace{1cm} (3.4)

where $n_0$ is [O], $n_{Ba}$ is [Ba], $\sigma_i$ is ionization cross section and $v$ is relative velocity of the atoms, the total change in $n_i$ is
\[ \Delta n_i = \int_{t_0}^{t_f} \sigma_i v n_0 n_{Ba} dt \]  \hspace{1cm} (3.5)  

Assuming \( v \equiv v_{Ba} \) (neutral Ba velocity) \( \equiv v_i \) (ion velocity) \( \gg v_A \) (O atom velocity), that \( v_{Ba} \) is constant over the path from the target to the ion probe, that \( n_0 \) is constant and uniform throughout the chamber and that \( \Delta n_i \) is the minimum discernible signal, then Eqn. (3.5) becomes

\[ \Delta n_i \geq \sigma_i v_{Ba} n_0 \int_{t_0}^{t_f} n_{Ba} dt \]  \hspace{1cm} (3.6)  

Assuming that the atoms in the plume expand uniformly outward from the ablation sight through the solid angle \( \Omega \) such that

\[ \Omega \equiv \frac{A_a}{x_0^2} = \frac{A_p}{(x_0 + d)^2} \]  \hspace{1cm} (3.7)  

and

\[ x_0 = -\frac{d}{\left( \sqrt{\frac{A_p}{A_a} - 1} \right)} \]  \hspace{1cm} (3.8)  

where \( A_a \) is the area of the ablation site, \( x_0 \) is the distance from the vertex of \( \Omega \) to the ablation site, \( A_p \) is the area of the probe and \( d \) the target to probe distance. The \( n_i \) detected by the probe is
\[ n_i = \frac{I_p}{A_pv_i} \]  

(3.9)

where \( I_p \) is the current detected by the probe. Assuming

\[ \gamma = \frac{n_{Ba}}{n_i} \]

is constant, then

\[ n_{Ba} = \frac{\gamma I_p}{A_pv_i} \]  

(3.10)

at the ion probe and, because the plume expands uniformly, the Ba flux through any surface in \( \Omega \) is independent of the distance from the target given by

\[ F = \gamma I_p \]  

(3.11)

and

\[ n_{Ba} = \frac{\gamma I_p}{\Omega(x + x_0)^2v} = \frac{\gamma I_p(x_0 + d)^2}{A_p(x + x_0)^2v} \]  

(3.12)

which parameterized in terms of time by \( x = vt \) gives

\[ n_{Ba} = \frac{\gamma I_p(x_0 + d)^2}{A_p(vt + x_0)^2v} \]  

(3.13)

Integrating Eqn. (3.6) gives

\[ \Delta n_i \geq \frac{\gamma \sigma I_P(x_0 + d)d}{A_p v_i^2 x_0} \]  

(3.14)

and for \( \Delta n_i = \frac{I_{min}}{A_p v} \)
\[ \sigma_{\text{max}} \leq \frac{x_0 v_i I_{\text{min}}}{\gamma n_0 I_p (x_0 + d)d} \]  

(3.15)

For \( A_p = 1.06 \, \text{cm}^2 \) \( A_s = 0.43 \, \text{cm}^2 \), \( I_p \) (in vacuum) = 72 \( \mu \text{A} \), \( v_i = 3.5 \times 10^5 \, \text{cm/sec} \), \( n_o = 8.2 \times 10^{12} \, \text{cm}^{-3} \) at 25 mtorr., \( \gamma = 100 \) (Geohegan, 1994) and \( d = 5.0 \, \text{cm} \), the above derived equation gives \( x_0 = 8.77 \, \text{cm} \) and \( \sigma_{\text{max}} = 7.6 \times 10^{-13} \, \text{cm}^2 \).

3.1.5 Analysis of the Signal-to-Noise Ratio

This experiment looked for a small change in the total integrated charge of the ablation plume in \( O_2 \) and discharged \( O_2 \) background gases to determine if collisional ionization was occurring between \( \text{Ba} \) and \( O \). Assume this change is 1\% of the total signal. How large of a sample is needed to distinguish this change using the current experimental setup?

In this experiment 300 samples (the charge in one ablation plume or pulse is one sample) were averaged to estimate the parent distribution mean (the actual average charge per pulse). From the pressure effects on time of flight tests discussed in Sec. 3.1, the normalized sample average was 1.0 and the variance, \( S^2 \), was 0.09, giving a standard error, \( S \), of 0.3. From the Central Limit Theorem,
the variance of each sample set, \( \sigma^2 \), is related to \( S^2 \) by the relation

\[
s^2 = \frac{\sigma^2}{n}
\]

(3.16)

assuming each sample set is the same size and where \( n \) is the number of sample sets (in this case, 5). From this relation, \( \sigma^2 = 0.45 \).

By Eqn. (3.16), to reach the goal of reducing the standard error to less than 1\% (\( S^2 \leq 0.0001 \)) requires \( n \geq 4500 \). This means to reduce the standard error to less than 1\% of the total signal requires 4500 sets of 300 shots each or \( 1.35 \times 10^6 \). This shows that the method employed in this experiment has far too much noise to effectively measure ionization cross sections on the order of \( 10^{-20} \) cm\(^2\).

3.2 Analysis of Ablation Plume Emission Spectra

The following discussion of the spectral data is not a complete accounting of the data from this experiment. The purpose for this analysis of the ablation plume emissions is to qualitatively identify species present in the plume. Since the ion probe does not differentiate between different positive species, this analysis gives a clue to which ions the probe detects. This analysis only identifies those
species transitioning from excited states and gives no indication of, for example, ground-state atomic species. A few samples of the data will be presented as examples of the spectra observed and to highlight some of the more interesting features. The complete set of spectral data taken in this project is included in the appendices to this thesis.

In general, with the exception of the Ba plume emissions, the overall emissions observed in the background gases were of higher intensity than those in vacuum. This phenomena is attributed to the background gases restricting the expansion of the plume and thereby confining it to a smaller volume for a longer period of time (Wolf, 1996). Not only does the intensity increase due to the higher density of emitting atoms but also because the ion-electron recombination rate is higher in the denser plasma.

3.2.1 Spectral Analysis of Plume Emission from Ba-Based Target Ablations

The plume emission resulting from the ablation of the Ba target was observed over the spectra ranging from 310 nm to 810 nm. The emission from the BaO target ablation plume was observed over the spectral range of 390 nm to 790 nm. The laser fluence on target was 220 mJ/cm\(^2\) for the Ba target and 425 mJ/cm\(^2\) for the BaO target.
Figures 22(a) and 22(b) show spectra for Ba and BaO, respectively, in the region around 400 nm. In both figures BaI spectral lines are seen at 389.3 nm, 391.0 nm, 393.7 nm and 399.3 nm. The shoulder observed at the base of the 393.4 nm line in the Ba spectra corresponds with a weak BaII spectral emission at 394.3 nm. The lines at 394.5 nm, 395.4 nm and 397.3 nm in the BaO spectra correspond to OII(2^P-^2P^o) transitions. Because these lines are present in all the BaO spectra and absent from the Ba spectra, the ablation of oxygen atoms from the BaO target is assumed to be the source of these excited O ions.

The transition to the ground state of BaII at 455.4 nm is shown in Fig. 23 along with another BaII line at 452.5. The other lines in these spectra are due to BaI transitions. Note the relative intensity of the emissions of the Ba plume decreases significantly in the oxygen backgrounds as compared to the emissions in vacuum and nitrogen, while the emissions from the BaO plume increase with respect to the emissions in vacuum. This phenomena is attributed to the oxygen atoms, ablated from the BaO target, having a higher velocity than the barium atoms. Assuming each particle in the plume has approximately equal kinetic energy, the ratio of velocities of O to Ba would be inversely proportional to the square root of the ratio of their mass. This appears to be a conservative estimate.
based on experimental results from the ablation of SiO which showed the ratio of velocity is more closely proportional to the inverse of the mass ratio. Although the velocity of the oxygen atoms was not measured in this experiment, based on this assumption that velocity goes as the inverse of the square root of the ratio of the mass, O atom velocity is 2.5 times higher than that of the Ba atoms. This would cause O to dominate the leading edge of the expanding plume and sweep the ambient O₂ out of the path ahead of the Ba atoms, thereby preventing any Ba – O₂ reactions.

This observation, along with Dyke’s results when O was removed from the discharged oxygen (discussed in Section 1.4.2), indicate Ba + O₂ reactions have much larger cross sections than do Ba + O reactions. It is not known if molecular species are formed or if Ba – O₂ collisions are inelastic resulting in quenched excited states, either of which would effectively reduce the BaI* and BaII* emissions.

Figure 24(a) shows a broad spectral feature between about 478.5 nm and 486.5 nm in Ba plume emission in an oxygen and discharged oxygen background which does not appear in the nitrogen or vacuum backgrounds or in any of the BaO spectra (Figure 24(b)). The shape of this feature is that of a molecular type species and indicates a reaction of Ba and the ambient oxygen, however, the wavelength of
Figure 22. Ba (a) and BaO (b) ablation plume spectra near 400 nm in 25 mtorr background gases and in vacuum.
Figure 23. Ba (a) and BaO (b) ablation plume spectra near 460 nm in 25 mtorr background gases and in vacuum.
Figure 24. Ba (a) and BaO (b) ablation plume spectra near 480 nm in 25 mtorr background gases and in vacuum.
Figure 25. Ba (a) and BaO (b) ablation plume spectra near 700 nm in 25 mtorr background gases and in vacuum.
this band does not correlate with known BaO* emission bands. That the signal in discharged O₂ is 50% weaker and that the feature is absent in the BaO spectra indicates the reaction proceeds faster with ground state or collisionally excited O₂ than with O or O₂(¹Δ). Another prominent feature shown in Figure 24(a) is the high base line of the Ba plume emissions in the oxygen atmospheres compared to the other spectra. This high base line begins from about 420 nm and runs through about 550 nm. This continuous emission is typical of electron-ion recombination. Again, the absence of this continuous emission from the BaO plume is due to O ablated from the BaO target dominating the leading edge of the expansion plume.

Fig. 25 shows a BaIII line at 709.6 nm and BaI lines at 706.0 and 712.0 nm on both the Ba and BaO spectra. In laser ablation plumes, the recombination rate for multiple ionized atoms is very high and therefore do not exist beyond a few millimeters from the target (Geohegan, 1994). This will be discussed in greater detail in Section 3.2.3.

3.2.2 Spectral Analysis of Plume Emissions from Sr-Based Target Ablations

The plume emissions resulting from the ablation of the Sr target were observed over the spectrum ranging from 330
nm to 790 nm. The laser fluence on the Sr target was 385 mJ-cm\(^{-2}\). Emissions from the SrO target were observed over the spectral range from 390 nm through 790 nm at two positions: 1.0 cm from the target and 3.0 cm from the target. The laser fluence on the SrO target was 575 mJ-cm\(^{-2}\) at 1.0 cm and 2.0 J-cm\(^{-2}\) at 3.0 cm. Fig. 26 shows spectra for Sr and SrO in the region near 420 nm. SrII lines are seen at 407.7 nm, 416.2 nm, 421.6 nm and 430.5 nm. SrIII lines are seen at 409.0 nm and 433.6 nm. A sharp increase in intensity of the 407.7 nm and 421.6 nm SrII lines in the SrO plume is seen with the addition of background gases while a moderate increase is observed in the Sr plume. An OI line at 423.3 nm is only seen in the SrO plume and shows a sharp increase in intensity with the addition of background gases. An SrIV line is present at 467.9 nm in both spectra (Fig. 27) and like the BaIII line discussed earlier does not exist beyond a few millimeters from the ablation site.

Three OI lines exist in a tight group at 777.2 nm, 777.4 nm, and 777.5 nm. These are shown in Fig. 28b, the SrO plume emissions at 3.0 cm, in vacuum, and in the oxygen backgrounds but are nearly non-existent in the nitrogen background. These same lines are non-existent in the Sr plume emissions except in the discharged oxygen background (Fig. 28a). The presence of the lines in the SrO plume
Figure 26. Sr (a) and SrO (b) ablation plume spectra near 420 nm in 25 mtorr background gases and in vacuum.
Figure 27. Sr (a) and SrO (b) ablation plume spectra near 460 nm in 25 mtorr background gases and in vacuum.
Figure 28. Sr (a) and SrO (b) ablation plume spectra near 780 nm in 25 mtorr background gases and in vacuum.
emissions is probably due to O, ablated from the SrO target, being excited during the ablation process. The absence of these lines in nitrogen background indicates a highly efficient, possibly even resonant, O' - N2 collisional process deactivating the O'. The energy of this emission is 1.60 eV which is close to the N2(X 1Σg+-X Πg) transition (Rees, 1989) and is the most likely candidate since the N2 background gas flows into the chamber in ground state.

The absence of these lines in all but the discharged oxygen background gas in the Sr plume emissions indicates a possible Sr-O or O2(a 1Δ) reaction.

3.2.3 Spectral Analysis of the Sr Ablation Plume Emissions in Oxygen and Discharged Oxygen Backgrounds at 12.5 mtorr and 25 mtorr

Plume emissions resulting from the ablation of the Sr target were observed at 340 nm, 400 nm, 420 nm, and 600 nm center wavelengths for O2 and discharged O2 ambient gases at 12.5 and 25.0 mtorr. This gave a unique look at the plume emissions in oxygen background gases at different pressures. These regions of the spectrum were chosen because they cover all the strong SrII emission lines within the optical limits of this system.
Figure 29. Sr ablation plume spectra in O$_2$ (a) and in discharged O$_2$ (b) near 400 nm in 12.5 and 25 mtorr background gases and in vacuum.
Figure 30. Sr ablation plume spectra in O$_2$ (a) and in discharged O$_2$ (b) near 420 nm in 12.5 and 25 mtorr background gases and in vacuum.
Figure 31. (a) Sr ablation plume spectra in O₂ and in discharged O₂ near 600 nm in 12.5 and 25 mtorr background gases and in vacuum and (b) SrO ablation plume spectra in 25 mtorr background gases and in vacuum.
Figures 29, 30, and 31 show spectra for SrO in oxygen and discharged oxygen at 400, 420, and 600 nm wavelengths, respectively. In Fig. 29(a), with the addition of O₂ gas, the OII line at 408.8 nm appears as before but is relatively unaffected by the change in pressure. The SrI lines decrease in intensity with the addition of the O₂ with only a slight decrease in intensity with doubling of pressure. In contrast, the discharged oxygen background SrI spectral lines decrease in intensity with the addition of a background gas and show no relative change with respect to the increase in pressure but the OII line increases significantly with the increase in pressure. The intensity of the SrII transition-to-ground state spectral line at 421.6 nm is relatively unchanged with the addition of O₂ while it increases in intensity with the addition and increase in pressure of the discharged oxygen background.

Between 594 and 601 nm is a broad feature resembling a molecular spectra (Fig. 31) which coincides with an unclassified SrO band (Huber, 1979). Because this feature is present in all the Sr-based target ablation plume emissions in oxygen background gases and non-existent in vacuum and nitrogen background (even for SrO plumes), this feature is due to an Sr + O₂ reaction with SrO as a product. The intensity of this feature increases nearly linearly with an increase in O₂ or discharged O₂ pressure. This feature is
four times more intense in the discharged background than in the \( \text{O}_2 \) background indicating the reaction cross section is four times larger with \( \text{O}_2(a^1\Delta) \) than with ground-state \( \text{O}_2 \).

### 3.2.4 Spectral Analysis of the Wide Spectral Lines

The most striking feature of all the spectral data taken in this experiment is the unusually wide lines. The lines coincide with the expected atomic spectra but are on the order of one nanometer wide. To eliminate the possibility of equipment malfunction causing the lines to appear broader than normal, a xenon calibration lamp was placed opposite the spectrometer such that its light would travel through the chamber and along the same path as the plume emissions. Fig. 32 shows the plume emissions both with and without the Xe lamp. The Ba spectral lines are approximately 1 nm wide while the narrow (0.2 nm) Xe lines are clearly visible at 462.4 nm and 467.1 nm, superimposed on the ablation plume spectra in both the \( \text{O}_2 \) and \( \text{N}_2 \) background gas. This demonstrates the equipment was properly aligned and the broad lines were an actual characteristic of the observed spectral emissions.

To eliminate the possibility of the lens system being focused on or near the ablation sight instead of 1.0 cm away from the target surface, the SrO target was moved an
Figure 32. Ba spectra in O$_2$ and N$_2$ with and without Xe calibration lines.
The resulting SrO spectra, taken 3.0 cm from the target surface, has the same broad spectral lines. This eliminated the possibility the lens system was inadvertently focused on the ablation site.

Reassessment of the equipment setup uncovered the possibility that the reflection of the ablation sight off the chamber window was within the field of view of the spectrometer as shown in Fig. 33. Within the first few millimeters of the target, high temperatures and plasma densities contribute to Stark broadening due to electron-ion collisions. This would account for the very broad spectral lines. Additional evidence to support this theory was the existence of BaIII, SrIII, and SrIV lines in the respective spectra.
IV. Conclusion and Recommendation

4.1 Summary of the Ion Probe Results

The results of measuring the ion content of Ba ablation plumes found at the ion cloud time of flight in a background gas fits the shock model (Eqn. 3.2) and that the total integrated charge in the plume decreases exponentially with respect to distance from the target and with respect to increasing background gas pressure. This is in agreement with earlier studies. An increase in Ba ion density due to collisional ionization was not detected because signal noise was more than an order of magnitude larger than the expected change (assuming a change of 1% and a standard error of 0.3). An upper bound on total ionization cross section was found to be $7.6 \times 10^{-13}$ cm$^2$ which is 7 to 8 orders of magnitude larger than the expected values for Ba-O ion pair formation.

The nature of the ablation process (its strong dependence of fluence and target surface condition) leads to large pulse-to-pulse variations in the ablation plume ion density. This large variation in plume ion density makes it impossible to measure tiny changes in total charge due to collisional ionization. By removing the charged particles from the plume prior to injecting the plume into the
background gas would result in an ion signal due to collisional processes only.

4.2 Summary of the Spectral Data

The spectral data taken in this thesis shows Stark broadening of the spectral lines and spectral lines from multiply-charged ions, characteristic of ablation plume emissions very near the target surface. The most probable cause for this is the reflection of the bright emissions at the target surface off the vacuum chamber window opposite the optical system collecting light for the spectrometer. Because of this, ion species in the plume cannot be determined for distances greater than a few millimeters from the target.

This experiment did find a SrO spectral feature between 593 nm (1863 cm\(^{-1}\)) and 602.5 nm (16598 cm\(^{-1}\)) which coincides with the unclassified SrO band in the 16600-16900 cm\(^{-1}\) region (Huber, 1979, 630). Because this molecular signal is present in both O\(_2\) and discharged O\(_2\) spectra for both Sr and SrO ablation plumes and not in the SrO vacuum or N\(_2\) spectra which is expected to contain O from the ablation of SrO, it is concluded that the SrO\(^{+}\) is formed by the collision of Sr with O\(_2\). The five-fold increase in this signal in discharged O\(_2\) over O\(_2\) indicates the reaction is more
efficient with excited $O_2$ giving the most probable reaction as

$$Sr + O_2^* \rightarrow SrO^* + O$$  \hspace{1cm} (4.1)

The Ba spectra has broad molecular-like features in regions 500-506 nm (19,800-20,000 cm$^{-1}$), 508-526 nm (19,700-19,000 cm$^{-1}$), and 544-548 nm (18,250-18,400 cm$^{-1}$). These features were not found to coincide with known BaO bands and no Ba, Ba$^+$ or Ba$^{++}$ lines are known to be near these features (Reader, 1980, 13). The presence of these features in $O_2$ (strongest) and discharged $O_2$ indicates a possible $Ba + O_2$ reaction. As briefly discussed in Section 1.4, these reactions can be complex (Dyke, 1995).

4.2 Recommendations for Future Study

As often happens with experimental projects, more questions were raised than answered in this project. As a result, several areas of further study are recommended here.

First, to fully understand what the ion probe detects, a probe needs to be calibrated with a known ion source to shed light on the observed increase in ion current as bias voltage increased well beyond potentials high enough to strip out all the electrons.
Investigations into the SrO band near 600 nm could lead to classifying the emissions source. The broad features in the Ba spectra should be studied to determine if they are indeed emission bands from BaO, BaO$_2$, or some other molecular form of Ba and to determine what limits the reaction in the BaO ablation plume.

Finally, this experiment should be redesigned to eliminate the charged particles from the plume before injection into the ambient gases to study the collisional ionization. A suggested method is to use dual vacuum chambers. Pump the first chamber to high vacuum wherein the target is ablating, a narrow beam of expanding ablation plasma is skimmed off and the charged particles stripped-out electrostatically. The resulting beam of neutral particles would pass through a small orifice into the second chamber containing low pressure atmospheres of O and O$_2$. Use mass spectroscopy to investigate byproducts of the collisional interactions at hyper thermal energies.
Appendix A: Spectral Data from Ba Target

Appendix A contains spectral data of laser-ablation plumes from a Ba target. Background gases were at 25.0 mtorr. Data was taken 1.0 cm from the target. Laser fluence was 270 mJ-cm\(^{-2}\). Data was taken using a 0.5 m spectrometer with a 1200g/mm grating, 100\(\mu\)m slit and an Oma linear array. The signal was integrated over 16.6 msec and 120 pulses were summed to get this output.
Appendix B contains spectral data of laser-ablation plumes from a BaO target. Background gases were at 25.0 mtorr. Data was taken 1.0 cm from the target. Laser fluence was 425 mJ-cm$^{-2}$. Data was taken using a 0.5 m spectrometer with a 1200g/mm grating, 30μm slit and an Oma linear array. The signal was integrated over 16.6 msec and 120 pulses were summed to get this output.
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Appendix C: Spectral Data From Sr Target in O₂ and Discharged O₂ at 12.5 and 25.0 mtorr.

This section contains spectral data of laser-ablation plumes from a Sr target at 340 nm, 400 nm, 420 nm and 600 nm in vacuum and O₂ and discharged O₂ at 12.5 and 25.0 mtorr. Data was taken 1.0 cm from the target. Laser fluence was 385 mJ-cm⁻². Data was taken using a 0.5 m spectrometer with a 1200g/mm grating, 100µm slit and an Oma linear array. The signal was integrated over 16.6 msec and 120 pulses were summed to get this output.
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Appendix D: Spectral Data from Sr Target

This section contains spectral data of laser-ablation plumes from a Sr target. Background gases were at 25.0 mtorr. Data was taken 1.0 cm from the target. Laser fluence was 385 mJ-cm$^{-2}$. Data was taken using a 0.5 m spectrometer with a 1200g/mm grating, 100μm slit and an Oma linear array. The signal was integrated over 16.6 msec and 120 pulses were summed to get this output.
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Appendix E: Spectral Data from SrO Target at 1.0 cm

Appendix E contains spectral data of laser-ablation plumes from a SrO target. Background gases were at 25.0 mtorr. Data was taken 1.0 cm from the target. Laser fluence was 575 mJ-cm$^{-2}$. Data was taken using a 0.5 m spectrometer with a 1200g/mm grating, 100μm slit and an Oma linear array. The signal was integrated over 16.6 msec and 120 pulses were summed to get this output.
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Appendix F: Spectral Data from SrO at 3.0 cm

Appendix F contain spectral data of laser-ablation plumes from a SrO target. Background gases were at 25.0 mtorr. Data was taken 3.0 cm from the target. Laser fluence was 2.0 J-cm⁻². Data was taken using a 0.5 m spectrometer with a 1200g/mm grating, 100μm slit and an Oma linear array. The signal was integrated over 16.6 msec and 20 pulses were summed to get this output.
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Ba, BaO, Sr and SrO were ablated by 248 nm laser pulses at fluences ranging from 270 mJ-cm² to 575 mJ-cm² in vacuum and in 25 mtorr atmospheres of N₂, O₂ and microwave-discharged O₂. The spectral emissions of these plumes were compared for indications of ionization due to Ba or Sr collisions with each gas. The addition of a background gas increased the ion and neutral signature across the spectrum. SrO band emission was observed at 18,250-18,400 cm⁻¹, 19,000-19700 cm⁻¹ and 19,800-20,000 cm⁻¹ regions. A screened plate ion probe was use to establish the ion content of the Ba plume. A time of flight study established low-pressure (1 to 35 mtorr) and low-fluence (40 to 160 mJ-cm²) relationships on Ba⁺ velocity and population. Observed ion velocities ranged from 3.1 km/sec. To 4.5 km/sec. Results indicate the addition of a background gas at pressures less than 25 mtorr quenches Ba⁺ in the plume and retards the plume expansion.